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Maxheat Warns The Industy About His Talent
Source: Pro Flow Radio
Dated: Nov. 07, 2014

New Album Titled Musopoly:Yolo set to be released while Akron Online Digital Pioneer Mad Max Ohio
Warns His Music Audience to Recognize Wack Rap.
AKRON, Ohio -- The Music Solution
Tired of wishing and waiting for something fresh and new? Well stop wishing. The wait is over.
Millennium Music Mission Records is answering your prayers with its release of its much anticipated
project, “The Music Solution”. “Getting it right has truly been an exercise in patience, but we're back fresh,
with a lethal attack on wack, said the record label’s CEO, Nujam. “The Music Solution” will fill the void.
It’s more than a collection of random unrelated tracks. It's a mind altering experience that jumps off with
M.A.R.A., and she will help you facilitate your Millennium Artificial Reality Archive journey. Each song
was selected and packaged to further the label's relentless campaign for positive conscious music
productions and can also be previewed at http://yolo.maxheat.com.
Maxheat has gathered home grown and International players to push his point. The project reflects upon
their never ending mission while capturing the Life and times we live in. Produced as only they can, with
their trademark brand, Maxxicolor, M3 Records caters a banquet of variety. Shakesspeare once penned,
“All the world's a stage” and this is our Reality Musical. It’s a dissection of man, his beliefs, pursuits, wants
and desires, said Nujam. “The Music Solution” is presented in 2 parts, Musopoly and YOLO. You only
live once. Max contemplates many everyday issues facing all of us today. He has fun at the club in “Where
the Party At”, gets serious portraying a thug in “Hands Up” and will stir up much controversy in “Sunday
School”. He creates vivid images to flood your thoughts. She loves me she loves me not, the chase, the
break up, every emotion heightened with the application of Maxxicolor.
So what is Maxxicolor? When asked Nujam responded, “That's a trademark secret. All I can say is you'll
see it when you hear it, when you hear it you'll feel it. The competion paints in black and white. We do it
big with Maxxicolor, noted by 101 Distribution's review of “Wordsmith” “definitely your own thing,
groundbreaking. It's almost like the Free Jazz Movement. No one thought it would catch on until it hit big.”
So, if you're in a quandry for something fresh then place your order from Millennium Music Mission's
menu, appetizer, entree and dessert. “The Music Solution” is just what the doctor ordered.
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